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1. ABSTRACT
The work described in this paper concerns the development of an off-line
robot programming package incorporating sensory feedback to allow
interaction with the real world. The package will ultimately be used for basic
assembly operations. The package consists of three systems: an off-line
programming package, a choice of suitable sensors and a PC based robot
control hardware and software.
The package is demonstrated by grasping and inserting a cube into a square
hole using (he sensors to adjust the position of the end effector as required.
2. INTRODUCTION
The need for sensor-based automatic motion planning and control of
industrial robots in an unstructured environment is extensive. For example in-
factory transportation, household chores, military applicatlons, chemical,
radioactive, and other applications dangerous to humans.
Significant research is concentrated on building systems capable of
generating purposeful motion in highly uncertain, complex environment, using
on-line information from robot sensors. An example of such a task would be
moving a mobile robot or a manipulator arm from its starting position to a goal
position in a scene with unknown arbitrarily shaped obstacles. Carrying out
such tasks requires, first, sensors and related hardware and software for
on-line data acquisition and processing, second, certain intelligent strategies,
and third, integration of sensing capabilities into the task planning function.
Task planning can be divided into two categories: on-line and off-line
programming. On-line programming is the development of robot programmes
using the robot to perform the actions and storing the commands and
posltlons as teachpoints as the robot is "walked" through the task. In contrast
off-line programming is the development of robot programmes without using
the robot and is beneficial primarily due to reduced lost production hours.
In contrast, off-line programming will allow the programmes to be developed
and stored at an earlier stage and down loaded to the robot when required so
reducing the amount of down time.
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM
3.1 PCBasedRobot Control Files
The PC based robot control hardware and software has already been
develoned by Mr. E Illos'",
3.2 Choice of a Suitable Robot Simulation Package
Of the many robot simulation packages are commercially available,
Workspace Version 3, (WS3), supplied by Robot Simulations Ltd., England,
was chosen as the platform for developing off-line robot programmes. WS3
allows robots and their surroundings to be modeled in the package using the
package's graphical features. The package also allows static and dynamic
analysis of the robot during simulations.
The fact that the package is PC based is its as this allows great flexibility
which was important in this project.
3.3 Choice of Suitable Sensors
Vision and ultrasonic ranging are the most common sensors available for
determination of an object's position in Cartesian co-ordinates. However
there are fundamental problems associated with using solely machine vision
or ultrasound, and therefore a combination of the two techniques was used.
These problems are discussed briefly below.
3.3.1 Machine Vision
Two cameras are often used to obtain three dimensional Cartesian position
via stereo disparity. This technique involves viewing a target with two
cameras positioned a I~nown distance apart. The two images are then
matched to determine the same object in each image and the position of the
object is determined by triangulation.
60rgfore$(2) notes that the matching of two images is problematic due to
possible occlusion, lighting and orientation affects, the results of which often
hinder or prevent the accurate positioning of an object. These problems
which would require complex analysis made the technique unattractive for our
application.
3.3.2 3D Positioning Using Ultrasonic RanginJ:j
The Cartesian position of an object can also be determined using a bank of
ultrasonic sensors and neural networks as discussed by Watanabe(3). The
disadvantages of the technique, for our application, is the physical size of the
bank of receivers which cannot be mounted onto a robot end effector.
3.3.3 Choice of Sensor(§}
Because of the problems discussed above, it was decided to combine the
best attributes of machine vision and ultrasound. As a result the CCD was
used to determine the two dimensional position of the target in the plane
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perpendicular to the tool roll axis and the ultrasonic sensor to determine the
distance between the target and the tool.
4. BASIC ASSEMBLY - GRASPING AND INSERTING A CUBE
The package developed was demonstrated by locating a cube, grasping it,
and inserting it into a square hole. The operations to align the tool with the
cube or hole are similar and the cube and hole will be referred to as the
"target" henceforth.
In order to grasp or insert the cube, the tool center and orientation must both
be aligned with the "target" center and orientation. These operations are
explained below.
4.1 Locating the Position ~ Target
The center of the target is found by examining a r_ynlength encoded (RLE)
image. By using scan lines as in Figure 4.1 the edges of the cube can be
found using Sobel's edge detectlor. algorithm, which is the best edge
detection algorithm according to GC\..lws(4l.0nce the edges of the cube have
been found the center of the cube and orientation in the camera coordinate




Figure 4.1 : The Use of Scan Lines
Once the camera has been calibrated the position of the object in the
camera's reference frame in millimeters can be determined. A homogenous
transform matrix is used to convert the position from the camera reference
frame to the robot base reference frame. The ultrasonic sensor measures the
distance between the camera and the target.
4.1.1 inverseKinematics-Convertingfrom Tool to Joint Space
The technique of finding the joint angles in order to place the tool at the
grasping vector is known as inverse kinematics. Numerous inverse
kinematics algorithms exist, however the algorithm presented by Scililling(5)
was used as it offers a fast, closed form solution.
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The algorithm solves the inverse kinematics problem by de-coupling and
solving the homogenous transform matrix between the tool and robot base
reference frames. Using the Denavit-Hartenburg method of representing a











d1·-a2s2 -a3s23 -a4s234 -dSc234
1o
where:
C1 = COS(q1) Sl = sin(Q1)
C2 = CQS(Q2) S2 = sin(Q2)
C3 = COS(q3) S3 = sin(Q3)
Cs = COS(Q5) S5 = sin(qs)
C23 = cos( q2+Q3} S23 = sineq2 + q:l)
C234 = COS(Q2+ q3 + q4) S234 = sin(Q2+ q3+ q4)
The inpu: to the algorithm is the tool configuration vector, W(q), which
consists of the Cartesian coordinates of the tool in the robot base frame and
the tool roll, pitch and yaw angles. Where:
W(q) = (X, Y, Z, Yaw, Pitch, Roll )8
which, when using the transform matrix, equates to
iC1C£l2C2+a3C23+a4C234-d5S234)1sl(a2c2+a3c23+a4c234-d5s234) Idl-a2S2-a3S23-a4S234-d5C234jW(q) =1 -[exp(qsh.)]cls234
l -[exp(qsln:)]cls234-[ exp( q5/ n:)]c234
Because the approach vector specifies the tool orientation and not the tool
angle, a method to couple the tool roll angle with the approach vector is
required. The tool roll angle could simply be added as another input
parameter into the inverse kinematics algorithm, but it is possible to couple
the roll angle with the approach vector which results in fewer input
parameters. The approach vector is a unit vector specifying the direction only
and can therefore be scaled by a positive quantity without changing the
specified direction.
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To recover the tool roll angle from a scaled approach vector an invertable
function of the roll angle qs is used to scale the length of r3.......he scaling
function used is:
Other scaling functions can also be used but the function is sufficient
because f( qs»O for all qs and r' (qn) is well defined. By scaling the approach
vector by f(qs) only three values need to be input into the inverse kinematics
algorithm instead of four which makes for a Simpler algorithm.
Solution To The Inverse Kinematics Problem Bv Decouplinq The
Arm Eguq_fion
Since a five degree offreedom (dof) robot does not have yaw motion, q1, the
robot base rotation, can be found by dividing W2by W1which leaves Sl/C1as
the factor before each cancels out. Taking the inverse tan of the dividend will
result in q, being found. i.e .
.ql = a tan 2(wz, WI)
atan2 i..;used as this function is defined over the entire range [-7l',7l'] .
The elbow angle q3 is the most difficult joint variable to extract a:" it is strongly
coupled with the shoulder and tool pitch angles. Firstly an intermediate
variable q234the global pitch angle is isolated. Where:
is the tool pitch angle measured relative to the work surface XoYo plane.
Inspection of the last three components of W( q) reveals that
-(CIW4 +SIWS) S234
-W6 C234
since the base angle is already known the global tool pitch angle can be
computed using:
Once the shoulder angle q2 and the elbow angle q3 are known the tool pitch
angle q, can be computed from the global pitch angle q234.To isolate the
shoulder and elbow angles two more intermediate variables are defined:
b, = clw: +SIW2 -a4c234 +dSS234
b2 = d; -a4s234 - dSC234 -W3
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where b1 and bz are both known because q- and q234 have been determined.
Taking the expressions and substituting them into the above equations
yields:
bl = a2c2 +a3c23
b2 = a2s2 +a3s23
These two equations involving the shoulder and elbow angles, are
independent of one another and the coupling with the tool pitch angle has
been removed. The elbow angle can be found by computing IIbll2 and after
using trigonometric identities and simplification we have:
thus the cosine of the elbow angle has been determined. Solving this
equation results in two possible solutions, elbow up and elbow down.
Thus the solution for the inverse kinematics for a 5 dof robot is not unique
although it is possible to decide whether elbow up or elbow down is required.
The shoulder joint, q2 , can be isolated by expandlnq C23 and S23 in b1 and b2.
After rearranging we get:
hi = (a2 +a3c3)c2 - (a1s3)s2
b2 = (a2 + a3c3)s2 + (a3s3)c2
Since q3 is known the above two equations constitute a system of two
simultaneous equations in the unknowns Co2 and 82.After using row operations
to solve the simulations equations we get:
The above two equations are expressions for q2 in sine and cosine from
Which q2 can be can be recovered over the whole range [~ , ~ ~ ] using the
atan2 function.
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The tool pitch angle can be now found since the both the shoulder and elbow
angles are known. Recall that
therefore
The tool roll angle, qs, can be determined in two ways. The first way is to use
the last three terms of the tool vector (recall that these terms are scaled by
the roll angle)
1 ( 2.J.. 2 2)Yzq5=n- n W4 ,Ws +W6
Alternatively the roll angle can be found by examining the tool rotation matrix
B, which is derived from the tool to base transform matrix and is a function of
the robot joint angles, shown below.
By multiplying the first component of the normal vector, R1h by S1 and
subtracting C1 times the second component the result is:
This will allow the roll angle to be computed over the range [-%,%]
h." .iver to determine the roll angle over the entire range [n- ,- n- ] Cs must
also be determined. By multiplying the first component of the sliding vector by
S1 and subtracting C1 times the second component the result is:
Given the tool roll angle as a function of cosine and sine qs can be calculated
over the entire range using the atan2 function as below.
However R11 ,R21 , R12 and R22 , the ~;oolrotation matrix, still need to be found
before qs can be evaluated. Since we know what the tool yaw, pitch and roll
angles must be, R can be determined using the composite rotation matrix
YPR(¢ ).
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YPR(.p ), is a composite rotation matrix formed by rotating a mobile
coordinate frame about a fixed coordinate frame a yaw angle,( rp 1 ), about the
Z axis, a pitch angle, ,(rp2), about tile Yaxis and a roll angle, ,(¢s), about
the X axis. The resulting matrix is:
rCZc3 SI$2'::3 -CIS3 CIS2C3 +sls31
lPR( ¢ ) =1 c,s, ~s,s,+c,c, ~s,s,- 8,<; J
L-S2 SIC2 C1C2
Hence by inserting the tool yaw, pitch and roll angles into YPR( rp ) B can be
found.
Hence the joint angles in order to place the tool in the required position and
orientation h »e been determined. Figure 3.2 illustrates this algorithm
graphically.
hi == ctwt + s,w2 - a4c234+ dSS234
b2 == d1 - a4sZ34 - dSC234 - W3
!
q3 =±aoo[.lIbI12 -ai -a;]
2a2a3
!
lqz == a tan2[(a2 + a3c3)b2 - a3s3b1 ,(a2 + a,c3)bt + aJs3bz]J
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the Inverse Kinematics Algorithm
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4.2 Determininq the Orientation of the Target
Once the edges and the center of area of the cube have been found the
information can be exploited to find the orientation of the cube with respect to
the camera axes.
The distance from each edge to the center of area can be found and stored in
an array using Pythagoras' theorem as shown in Figure 4.3. This array is
then sorted to find the maximum four distances which correspond to the four
corners of the cube. The angle between adjacent corners can now be found
using simple trigonometry and averaged to find the orientation of the cube
with respect to the camera reference frame.
Figure 4.3: Calculating the Target Orientation
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
WS3 was used successfully to model the robot and the real world
surrounding it. The model was then successfully used to simulate the
grasping of a cube and the insertion of It into a square hole.
The camera and ultrasonic sensors to allow the robot to interact with the real
world were accurate and took on average 6 seconds to 'ietermine the position
and orientation of the target. They were able to position the tool above the
center 01< the cube or hole to within a radius of 2mrn and the alignment to
within 2 degrees. This allowed a 50x50x40 mm cube to be inserted into a
55x55x50 mm hole.
The robot control files are able to control the motion of all joints of the robot
to a tolerance within 30 seconds 90% of the time.
6. CONCLUSION
The package successfully completed the basic assembly task although there
are certain problems associated with the technique.
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WS3 proved itself as an excellent PC based robot simulation package for the
development of off-line programmes. However the package has weak
features for interaction with other software and DOS which prevent it from
being used as the platform to control the robot and sensors. Work is being
done by Chen(6) on a package to incorporate these features.
The choice of sensors in this project was a good one as they were fast and
produced good results. However the sensors did have two problems
associated with them. Firstly the ultrasonic sensor had a range limitation of
150mm which could pose a problem for some assembly tasks. Secondly the
camera was inclined at an angle to the tool roll axis to prevent the robot from
being "blinded" once the cube had been grasped. This causes fore
shortening of the image and although it was not a limitation for this
demonstration it could cause a problem in later assembly tasks.
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APPENDIX 2
Listing of The Source Cod~
A complete listing of the source code follows. The softwa e was written in
Microsoft C/C++ Version 7. The software is written as a pr'Jje';t which is
statically linked at the time of compiling the project.
The following files make up the project:
Source code Main procedures
file
allqn.c • aligns the tool with the target.
..~.---
camera.c • controls the camera and
• finds the edges, centre of area, corners.
consts.c • contains all tho robot constants such as link length, limits etc.
htms.c • contains the homogeneous transform matrices.
init_rbt.c • initializes the Lm 628 chip, camera and ultrasonic sensor.
inv_kin.c • calculates the joint space given the cartesian space.
Im_cmnd.c • controls the motion of the [olnts.
rnaster.c • the "master' file which starts the package and calls the
procedures.
rnovehorne.c • moves the robot to the home {.:osition.
ultrasnd.c • initializes the a to d card and
• obtains the ultrasonic sensor's voltage and
• converts the ultrasonic sensor's voltage into a measurement.
utils.c " menus and• saving the current joint space.
",,_offlin.c • translates the WS3 track file into a file which Im_cmnd.c can
use to control the robot,
ws3toc.c • converts the WS3 track file from WS3 format into a format that




ALIGN. C aligns the robot with the target based on the offset distances









-- aligns the tool in the L. plane, compensating for the rotation of axes
1 and 5
INPUTS
whether we are looking, for the cube or hole centre of area
OUTPUTS
the X and Y differences between the tool centre and cube/hole centre in






float R11, R12, Ri3, R14, R21, R22, R23, R24;
float R3i, R32, R33, R34, R41, R42, R43, R44;
floatT11, T12, T13, T14, T21, r22, T23, T24;
float T3i, r32, T33, T34, T4'1, T42, T43, T44;
float Temp[4][4];
Int OffsetThresh=2, I, Flag;
I/all dimensions in mm III
float Xcam, Yeam, zcam, Xtool, Ytool, 21001,Xbase, Ybase, Zbase;
float TooITol=2, AngTol=2; !!millimeters and degrees
float PixPermmX, PixPermmY, Dist2, IntX, InIY;
tlcr:.t Pos[4}, Rot[4][4], InIHt,temp[8}, D;
extern int Objdepth;
extern float Xo, Yo, Zo, Beta, zus:
SetCursor(ACTIVITY,2);










IIZcam :..-:=dist from camera to cube/hole
if(Object==1) I/align with cube
D = (Dist - Zus) + Zo - ObjDepth;
if(Object===O) lIalign with hole
D = (Dist - Zus) + Zo ;
Zcam :: (f1oat)D/sin«90-fabs(8eta»/R_TO_D);
PixPermmX = ax*pow(Zcam,4) + bx*pow(Zcam,3) + cx*pow(Zcam,2)
+ dx*Zcam + ex;
PixPermmY = ay*pow(Zcam.4) + by*pow(Zcam,3) + cy*pow(Zcam.2)
+ dy*Zcam + ey;
Ilconvert from pix to mm in camera coords
Xcam = OffsetX!PixPermmX;
Ycam = OffsetY/PixPermmY;



















xtool= T11*Xcam + T12*Ycam + T13*Zcam + Xo;
Ytool = T21"Xcam + T22*Ycam + T23*Zcam + Yo;
Ztool = Dist - 50; Ilcan also use above HTM but using US
IIdirectly will give better results
IIHTM from tool to robot base coords
fOI'(i=1;i<=5;i++)
ternplll= .\bsAng[i];
ct = cos(temp[1)I R_TO_D);
c5 = cos(temp[5)I R_TO_D);
c23 = cos«tamp[2)+temp[3))/R_TO_D);
c234 = cos«temp[2]+temp[3]+temp[4))/R_ TO_D);
s1 = sin(temp[1]I R_TO_D);
6
55 ;:: sin(temp[5}! R_TO_D);
523 = sin«temp[2]+temp[3])!R_ TO_D);
5234;:: sin«temp[2]+temp[3j+temp[4])/R_TO_D);
R11=c1"c234 *c5+s1*s5; R1:2=-c1*c234 *55+51 *c5; R13=-c1 *5234:
R14=o1 *(a[2]*02+a[3]*023-d(5]*s234);






Xbase=R11*Xtool + R12*Ytool + R13*Ztool; 1* + F ,'I
Ybase=R21 *Xtool + R22*Ytool + R23*Ztool; 1* + R2't" , ;*1
Zbase=R31 "Xtool + R32*Ytool + R33*Ztool; /* + R34*1;*1








Cy=cos(Y aw/R_ TO_D); Cp=cos(Pitch/R_ TO•.0); Or-cos(RoIl/R_TO _D);




Temp[1][2]=Sy*Sp*Or - Cy*Sr; Temp[1J[3]=C'\f*Sp*Cr + sy·Sr;











positions the tool a certain height above the cube/hole so that the
cube/hole is in the 000'5 field of view
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iNPUTS
whether we are at the cube or hole
OUTPUTS
the difference between the present height and the height the CCD ought to
be above the cube/hole passed on to inverse kinematics
******************: ..... ilA"lcicA.** */
IntersectPos(int Object2)
{
float P[71. D1, IntHt;
extern int Objdepth;
SetCursor(ACTIVITY,2);
printf("Moving tool along Z axis");
/* move the tool down until the camera c_line & tool c_line











if( Dist>800 Ii Dist<5)












moves the tool down the robot Z axis until the gripper fingers will
close on the sides of the cube
INPUTS
the present height of the tool above the cube
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OUTPUTS
the amount the tool should move down the robot Z axis which is




float P[7], D1. D2, FstPt, Secpt;
lnt DistThresh=3, Plag=FAL.SE, Flag2=TRUE, count=O;
extern float Zus;
SetCursor(ACTIVITY,2);
printf("Moving Down to Grasp the Target");
FstPt = ObjDepth + fabs(Zus) + 60;
SecPt = ObjDepth/2 + fabs(Zus) - 5;
IIPstPt is the first pick point
IISeept is the second pick point
1* move the tool down until the camera c_line & tool c_line












//these dists are the US dists above the bench
while(faus(Dist-SecPt) > DistThresh && count-c=t)
{
UltraSndSensorO;

















moves the tool down the robot Z axis until the gripper fingers will
insert the cube into the hole
INPUTS
the present height of the tool above the cube
OUTPUTS
the amount the toot should move down the robot Z axis which is




float P[7J. D1, D2, Fs!Pt. SecP!;
int DistThresh=3, FJag=FALSE. Flag2=TRUE, count=o:
extern float Zus;
SetCursor(ACTIVITY,2);
printf("Moving Down to Insert the Object");
FstP! ::::ObjDepth + fabs(Zus) + 60;
SecPt = ObjDepth + fabs(Zus) - 30;
SetCursor(ACTIVITY,2);
printfC'Moving tool along Z axis");
IIFstPt is the first plcl; paint
I/SecPt is the second pick point
I"move the tool down until the camera c_line & tool c_line














while(fabs(Dist-SecPt) > DistThresh && count<=1)
{
Ultra$ndSensorQ:
if( Dist>800 II Oist<S)













TITLE : CAMERA.C 27 Apr 1995
DESCRIPTION:
A live video image is displayed on the PC monitor
and can be calibrated to measure the width of an object.
once the programme has been calibrated it can be used to find the











typedef unsigned char BYTE;
typedef unsigned lnt WORD;
























































typedef WINR:::C far* LPWINREC ;
WINREC winrec;





unsigned long WIDTH, HEIGHT;
tnt LeftX[75], Rightx[751, Y[751, CntrHor=O;











Checks whether FS200DRV Is installed and find the Interrupt vector
to call F-S200DRVAPI functlons,
INPUTS
~zDriverSlg " string containing the driver signature
OUTPUTS
Interrupt Vector Number





Int I, found = 0, wSigLen = strlen(szDriverSig);
r check from Interrupt vector 80h to BFh *'
for (I = Ox80; I < oxco ss !found; 1++)
{
'" get pointer to driver *'
IplntrVect = (void far *)_dos.•getvect(I);
'* set signature offset *f
FP_OFF{lplntrVect) :::SIG_OFFSET;
1* check for driver signature *f








int CallVblstdrv(REGS *regs, SREGS *segregs)
USAGE
Calls FS200DR.Vwith registers set with appropriate value for the API
functlon to be performed.
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INPUTS
regs * registers set with appropriate value for the API call
segregs - segment I'egisters set with appropriate value for the API call
OUTPUTS
TRUE - API call successful
FALSE - API call failed
regs - registers contain the return values
segregs - segment registers contain the return values
******************1.",********** *1
int CallVblstdrv(union REGS *regs, struct SREGS *segregs)
{
static CMf *szErrMessageD '" {
"Video Blaster FS200 driver is busy",
"VIDEOBLST_FS200 environment variable is not present or "
"incorrectly set",
"Video Blaster FS200 is not found at the specified 10 "
"address",
"Interrupt not detected using ths specified interrupt"
"number",
"Function specified is invalid",
"Parameter passed to the function is out of range",
"Function is invalid in a particular Fit-window mode",
"Unable to open CTFS200.CFG file",
"Not enough data in CTFS200,CFG file",
"CTFS200,CFG file is not a valid Video Blaster FS2QO "
"configuration file" ,
"FS200DRV driver has not been Initialized. "
};
int fRetVal = TRUE;
int86x(wVBlntrNum, regs, regs, segregs);


























J* ....."'1< ....... *********************
void DrawWindow(int win_x, int win_y, int win_width, int win_height,
int color)
USAGE
Function to draw window
INPUTS OUTPUTS
win_x : x coordinate of window None
win_y : y coordinate of window
win_width: window's width
win_height: window's height
color : color that use to fill up the window
***************************** */
void DrawWindow(fnt win_x ,int win_y .lnt win_width ,int Win_height ,int color)
{
int x , y;
int tmpx , tmpy ;
unsigned long videodata ;




vldeodata l=tlx20; /1 a blank character
1* Draw window */
for (y = win_y; y < tmpy ; y++)
for (x = win_x; x < tmpx ; x++)













/" Set Logical Window Extent to 1000,1000 */
/* Note: This is also the default va'ue if you "/
/* do not set it explicitly */
regs.x.Ox = VB_8ETLOGICEXT ;




/* Set color key'"
reqs.x.bx = VB_SETCOLKEY;
reqs.x.ax == 7; /I colorkey == white
if (ICaIlVblstdrv(&regs, &segregs»
DisableDriverC:












/" Set fit mode to 4 */
reqs.x.bx == VB_SETFITMODE ;









r Translate the video logical coordinate to physicol coordinate */
regs.x.bx = VB_GETPHYCOOR;
regs.x.ax = VID_XORG ;
reps.x.dx = VID_YORG ;
if (iCaIlVblstdr-v(&regs, &5egregs»
DisableDr,'JerO;
wXpos :: regs x.ax ;
wYpos :: regs.x.dx ;
regs.X.bx = VB_GETPHYCOOR ;
regs.x.ax = VID_WIDTH ;
reqs.x.dx = VID_HEIGHT ;
If (lCaIlVblstdrv(&regs, &segregs»
DisableDriverO;
wWldth :: regs.x.ax ;
wHelght = regs.x.dx ;
/" round width to 4 pixels multiple */
if(wWidth & 3)


























if( (ptr = (char huge *) halloc(dwMemorySize, sizeof(char»)==NULL)
{
DisableDriverQ ;
printf("Memory Allocation Failedl") ;
}
}
/* ***'***** ••• ",,,,.A.A"A************
void InputHandler(void)
USAGE








l" get a key input */
switch (key)
{











































Perform ReadNJrite from/to frarnebuffer
INPUTS
action : 0 to read; 1 for write. None
OUTPUTS
.. AA.UIt." ..A.U ..........,,~******* */
void ReadORWriteBuffer(BOOL bAction)
{
WINREC far* IpWinRec = (WINRE;C far·) &winrec
reqs.x.ax = 1 ; /I RGB24
segregs.as = FP_SEG«char far*) ptr) ;
regs.x.di = FP_OFF({char far*) ptr) ;
segregs.ds = FP_SEG(I pWin Rec) ;
regs.x.si = FP_OFF(lpWinRec) ;
if (bACtion == READ)
regs.x.bx = VB_READFRMBUF
else if (bAction == WRITE)








row ; x coordinate None
column: y coordinate
""'''A''A'' "A1\.****************** *1
void Setcursor(int row, int column)
{
1* Set curser position*1
regs.h.ah = 2 ; /I BIOS Video Service Function 2
regs.h.bh = 0 ;" page a
regs.h.dh = row ;" row
regs.h.dl = column; /I column
int86(VIDEO_lNT , &reg5, &regs) ;
printf(" ");
reqs.h.ah :::.:2 ; 1/ BIOS Video Service Function :;;
regs.h.bh = 0 ; /I page 0
regs.h.dh = row ; 1/ row
regs.h.dl = column; /I column
int86(VIDEO_INT , &regs, &regs) ;
void ClearO
USAGE
Clears the line sbeneath the video image
INPUTS OUTPUTS



















/* Display Title */
printf("\tVIEW OF CAMERA MOUNTED ON roour );
printf("\t=;::==================:::========= ");
1* BIOS Video Service: Hide cursor *1
1* reqs.h.ah ::: 1
regs.h.ch ::: 0)(20 ;
regs.h.cl = 0
int86(VIDEO_INT, &regs, &regs) ;*/
I" Draw a main window and fill WHITE *1
DrawWindow(WIN_X, WIN_ Y, WIN_WIDTH ,WIN_HEIGHT ,WHITE) ;
}
/* 4--.'>'**AAi\""Ui%.",*********k******
void CrossHair(int Number, int Colour)
USAGE
draws a cross hair on the screen at the position and colour specified
INPUTS




void CrossHair(int Number, int Colour)
{
long i, j, centre[30];




rmiddle=dwMemorySize/2 + 1.5*wWidth; */
/"centre = y * WIDTH + x; */ /lcentre of crosshair
for(k=1 ;k<=Number;k++)
{















































***Aalt:U .........;k"' ...... " .... U"' ..." ............"'ir** */
void UnFreeze(void)
{

















int StepY = 4;
int StepX = 25;
int MAXX=400, MINX=-400;
int MAXY=400, MINY=-400;
int n=O, EdgeStrX=o, EdgestrY=O;




unsigned long x, y, x1=0, x2::;0, y1=0, y2=O,




















EdgeStrX = d+2*e+f - (a+2*b+c);
if(EdgeStrX<MinX )
{MinX=EdgeStrX: xi =x; }
if(EdgeSfrX>MaxX )
{ MaxX=EdgeStrX; x2=x;
} {"'end of row"/




MaxX=MAXX; MinX=MINX; xi =x2=0;
} I*end of col*/


















if(y1 1=0&& y21=0&& y2>y1+5)
{ TopY[CntrVer1=y1;
IIfor black fore, white back
/IIeft edge
IIfor black fore, white back
IIright edge
IIfor black fore, white back
y2=y;} IIbottom edge
I/for black fore, white back














finds the cube or hole centre of area
INPUTS
the position of the image coordinates
OUTPUTS













Xave = ( LefiX[iJ + RlghtX[i1)/2 ;
TotalXave += Xave;





Yave = (TopY[I] + 13tmY[i])/2 ;
TolalYave += Yave;















OffsetX = (float)CentroidX· (float)WIDTH/2 ;
OffsetY = (float)CentroidY· (float)HEIGHT/2;
OffsetY::: -1*OffsetY;
OffsetX = ·1*OffsetX;
lithe CCD orign is at the


















float dx, dy, PixDIst[100J;
float Max=O;
lnt i, j=O, Mkr, k=O, I:'lag=O, NoVals, Flag2=O;




PlxDist = (float *) calloc((int)Num, sizeof(float) );*1
for(i=O;i<CntrHor;i++)
{
dx = abs ( (CentroidX - LeftX[iJ);
dy = abs ( (CentroidY - Y[I)) .. VideoScale );







dx = abs ( (CentroldX - RightX[iJ) );
dy = abs ( (CentroidY - Y[il) .. VideoScale );











































the positions of the 4 corners
30
Corners(float DistO,int IndexO,int size)
{
tnt Cnr[61,CnrNo[61, start=size, Mkr[61, Flag, NoCnrs=4;













case 1: dx1 = abs(Xdist[lndex[i]J-Xdist[Cnr[k-1]]);
dy1 ::: abs(ydist[lndex[iJI-Ydist[Cnr[k-1]])" VideoScale;







case 2: '-li • ::. clbs(Xdist[lndex[iJJ-Xdist[Cnr[k-1]]);
dy1 = abs(ydist[lndex[i]1-Ydist[Cnr[k-1]])* VidcuScale;
dX2 = abs(Xdist[lndex[ill-Xdist[Cnr[k-2J]);
dy2 = abs(Ydist[lndex[iJl-Ydist[Cnr[k-2]])* VideoScale;







case 3: dxt = abs(Xdist[lndex[ill-Xdist[Cnr[k-1]]);
dy1 = abs(Ydist[lndex[ill-Ydist[Cnr[k-1]])" VideoScale;
d)(2 = abs(Xdist[lndex[ilJ-Xdist[Cnr[k-2]]);
dy2 = abs(Ydist[lndex[ill-Ydist[Cnr[k-2]])* VideoScale;
dx3 = abs(Xdist[lndex[ill-Xdlst[Cnr[k-3]]);
dy3 ::: abs(Ydist[lndex[ill-Ydist[Cnr[k-3]])* VideoScale;





















calculate the rotation of the cube hole from the corners found
INPUTS
the positron of the corners
OUTPUTS
the rotation of the cube or hole wrt tile camera's x,Y coordinates
TargetAn6,e(int Cnr:2O)
{
int l, out, in, tp, CnrNo[6]:
long temp, PixNo[6j;
float Ang1, Ang2;





























dx1 = Xdisi[CnrNo[O]J - Xdist[CnrNo[211:
dy1 = ( Ydist[CnrNo[211- Ydist[CnrNo[O]] ) * VideoScale;
Ang1 = atan( (float)dx1/(f1oat)dy1 ) * R_TO_D ;
dx2 = Xdist[CnrNo[1]]- Xdist[CnrNo[3J];
dy2 = (Ydisl[CnrNo[3J1- Ydlst[CnrNo[1]J) * VideoScale;
Ang2:: atan( (f1oat)dx2/(float)dy2) * R_TO_D ;














































































I" Check for the driver's signature string. If failed, terminate program */
if (wVBlntrNum :::;FindVblstdrv(DRIVER_SIG))
{

















these are the robots constants:
tool length
the robot's link lengths
the robot's base height and tool length
= the constants before the x"4 etc terms of the polynomial
decribing the pixei/mm wrt distance of the camera
ax for the horizontal axis
ay for the vertical axis
= the joint limits in degrees
= the distance from the intersection of the camera cl
to the tool grippers
the angle the camera centre line makes with the tool
centre line U
ZeroPos[6] = the current zero position I
HomePos[6] :: the current home position 0

























int AxisSwitch[6]={ 0 , - ~ , 1 ,-1 ,-1 ,-1 }; I*to get the right rotatlonsv
int pulses[6]={0, 850 , 860 , 870 , 533 , 352 };
int Tool = TOOL;
int a[6] = {O, 0 I 350 , 350 , 0 , O};
int d[6] = {O, 775 , 0 , 0 , 0 , TOOL};
float JntLmt[7] = {O , 100, 110 , 110, 110, 270, -180}; /llast two values are
float ;;:ero[6] = {D, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , a}; /lfor the sensor boundrles
float Home[6] = {a, 0 , -90 , 0 , -90 , 180 };
int Alpha[6] = {O , -90 , 0 , 0 , -90 , 0 };
t'robot joint angles and tool position and orientation*1
float AbsAng[6J; I/Q(1,2,3,4,5)
float AbsPos[3]; II(X,Y,Z)





lnt ABSPOS = 16;
int ORIENT ==17;
int RESULTS1 = 18;
int RESULT52 == 19;
int RESULTS3 = 20;
int ACTIVITY ==22;
int CHOICE = 23;
/"camera initialization values*/
int CameraFlag=O;
float ax=1.70443e-9, bx=-2.21865e-6, cx==0.00112057,dx=-0.27721I, ex=34.2303;
float ay=2.05885e-10, by=-3.64075e-7, cy=O.00023185, dy==-0.0f\S·:675,ey=9.57066;











int VIDEO = 4
int CENTROID = 5
OxiS;
/*freezes \li(.'90 image*/
2 I*fincls Centroid, cnrs & orientation"!
I*marks the eliges of the target·'
I*toggles video on I off*!
ilfinds the centroid only
/*carnera and ultrasound mounting on robot details
Xo, Yo, ZO are the camera displacement!'; from the tool centre
Beta Is the camera rotation of the camera about the tool normal vector?
float Ma=81, Mb==165,Mc::143, Md=90, Me=32;
float lr.tersectHeight=306+0B.JDEPTH;









camera x axis camera yaxls
............ _ .._ .........._ .....-..-..-....__ .................... _ .........-.................... _ ......._---_ .....__ ......_ ................. -...........
179 288 91 9.6 3.033
146 350 107 11.67 3.567
200 250 75 8.333 2.5
215 237 74 7.9 2.467
230 230 68 7.67 2.267
245 216 63 7.2 2.1
260 202 133 6.73 2.1
275 180 6u 6.0 2.0
290 193 59 6.433 1.967
300 177 55 5.9 1.833
140 356 108 11.867 3.6
120 417 129 13.9 4.3
114 418 125 13.93 4.167
350 147 48 4.9 16
325 154 52 5.133 1.;33
370 140 44 4.67 1.467
402 128 41 4.267 1.367
414 125 41 4.167 'j.a6·'
polynomial fit
.....__ ......_ ..... --_ ......-
x axis pixlmm ==ax*DlI4 + bx*DlI3 + CX~DII2+ dx*D + ex

















this file contains all the HTMs namely:
CtoT camera to tool
TtoB tool to base
YPR the tool to base rotation matrix using













fioatT11, 112, Ti3, Ti4, T21, T22, T23, T24;
fioatT31, T32, T33, T34, T41, T42, T43, T44;



















Xtool = T11"Xcam + T12*Ycam + T13*Zcarn + Xo;
Ytool = T21"Xc'Im + T22*Ycam + T23*Zcam + Yo;
40
Ztool :: Dist - 50; Ilcan also use above HTM but using US










float R11, R12, R13, R14, R21, R22, R23, R24;
float R3i J R32, R33, R34, R41, R42, F<43,R44;
c1 = cos(AbsAng[1]I R_TO_D);
c5 = cos(AbsAng[5] / R_TO_D);
c23 :: cos«AbsAng[2]+AbsAng[3])/R_ TO_D);
c234 = cos«AbsAng[2]+Ab5Ang[3]+Ab5Ang[4])/R_ TO_D);
51 = sin(AbsAng[1] / R_TO_D);











Xbase=R11*Xtool + Ri2*Ytool + Ri3·Ztool; 1*+ R14*i;*/
Ybase=Rzt ·Xtool + R22*Ytool + R23*Zlool; 1* + R24*1 :*/
Zbase=R31 *Xtool + R32*Ytool + R33*Ztool; /* + R34*1 ;*1
/*******************
void YPR(float Yaw, float Pitch, float Roll)
41
USAGE
calculates the tool rotation matrix from the orientation of the tool
in YdW, pitch and roll angles
INPUTS
the tool yaw, pitch and roll angles
OUTPUTS
the rotational matrix
void VPR(f1oat Yaw, float Pitch, float Roll)
{
float CY,Cp,Cr,Sy,Sp,sr, RotVPR[4][4];
Cy=cos(yaw/R_ TO_D); cp=cos(Pitch/R_TO_D); Cr=cos(RoIIIR_TO_D);
Sy=sin(yaw/R_TO_D); Sp=sin(Pitch/R_ TO_D); Sr=sin(RoIl/R_TO_D);
RotVPR[1][1]::Cp*cr; RotVPR[1][2]=Sy*Sp*Cr - cy*Sr; RotVPR[1][3]=Cy"Sp*Cr + Sy*Sr;



























l*ol1ange to the working dlrectory*!
_chdir("c:\\masters\\proj");
SetCursor(CHOICE,2);






AbsAng[1] = Home[1]; AbsAng[2] = Home[2]; AbsAng[3] ::::Home[3];
AbsAng[41:::: Home[4];AbsAng[51 ::::Home[5];
AbsPos[O] = 0; AbsPos[1]=0; AbsPos[2]=1775;
}
43
if(choice[O]!='h' && choice[O]I='H' && choice[O]I='y' && choice[O}I='Y')
{
SetCursor(RESLlLTS1,2);
printf("enter [olnt angles <q1 ,q2,q3,q4,q5:-- :");















Envelope(float PasO, float Qm;
int WorkEnvelope;
/*'*"" 410;411*****
InvKinematics(float PosO, float Rot[4][4], tnt Filter)
USAGE
calculates the joint angles in order to place the tool at the
position and orientation speclfled as an input
INPUTS
the required tool position and crientatlon and if any axis are to
be ignored
OUTPUTS
the necessary joint angles
--***-1InvKinematlcs(float PasO, float Rot[4](4], int Filter)
{
float Q[6J. Diff[6], Q234;
float Bee, b1, b2;
unsigned long dent:
float num1, numz, den2;
intj, i, Motion, ErrFlag=FALSE, J3aboveOO=FALSE, TrkFlag;
Q[1J= atan2( POS[2] • Pos[i]);
Q234 = atan2( -( cos(Q[1])*Rot[1][3)+sin(Q[1])*Rot[2][3] ),-Rot[3][3]);
bt = cos(Q[11)*Pos[1] + sin(Q[1])*Pos[2) + d[5]*sin(Q234);
b2 = d[1] - a[4)*sin(Q234) • d[5]*cos(Q234) - POs[3);
Bee = pow(b1,2) + pow(b2,2) ;
num1 = Bea- pow(a[2],2) • pow(a[3j,2) ;
dent = 2" (unsigned long)a[2] * (unsigned long)a[3);
if( fabs(numi/den1)<=1 )





Q[3) = acos (num1 I den1 ) ;
J3above90=TRUE;
}
num2 = ( (float)a[2) + (f1oat)a[3]*cos(Q[3)) ) * b2 - (float)a[3]*sin(Q[3])*b1 ;
den2 = ( (float)a[21 + (f1oat)a[3]*cOs(Q[3J)) * b1 + a[3]*sin(Q[3])*b2 ;
Q[2] = atanz ( numz , den2 ) ;
















printf("after q1=%.3f q2=%.3f q3=%.3f q4=%.3f q5=%.3f',
Q[1]*R_TO_D,Q[2]*R_TO_D,Q[3]*R_ TO_D,Q[4]*R_ TO_D,Q[5]*R_TO_D);
SetCursor(RESUL TS2,2);





















determines whether the requested position of the tool tip is within the
robot's outer envelope or within the robots inner envelope
INPUTS
the required tool position
OUTPUTS
if the posltlon is allowable or not
Envelope(float PosD, float QO)
{
(108t ut.uz, p1,p2,p3;




u'l :: a[4]"c234 - d[5]"s234;
uz= d[1]- a[4]*s234 - d[5]*c234;
router envelope"!







IItest limit on p2
if(OuterEnvelope==TRUE)
{








Iltest limit on p3
if(OuterEnvelope==TRUE)
{
dummy1 = sqrt( pow(Pos[1],2) + pow(Pos[21,2) ) - ut:
durnmy2 = pew( (a[2)+a[3]),2 );



























float R1i, R12, Ri3, R14, R21, R22, R23, R24;
48
float R31, R32, R33, R34, R41, R42, R43, R44;
c1 = cost DumbAng[1 ]/R_TO_D)
c2 = cos( DumbAng[2]/R_TO_D)
c3 = cos( DumhAng[3]/R_TO_P)
c5 = cos( DumbAng[5]/R_ TO_D)
c23 = cos( (DumbAng[2]+DumbAng[3])/R_TO_D)
c234 = cos( (DumhAng[2]+DumbAng(3]+DumbAng[4])/R_ TO_D )
s1 ==sine DumhAng[1]/R_TO_D)
s2 = sine DumbAng[2]/R_TO_D)
s3 = sine DumbAng[3J/R_TO_D)
s5 = sine DumbAng[5]/R_TO_D)
s23 = sine (DumbAng[2]+DumbAng[3])/R_TO_D)
$234 = sine (DumbAng[2]+DumhAng[3j+DumbAng[4])/R_TO_D)
R11=c1*c234*c5+s1*s5; R12=-c1*c234*s5+s1 *c5; R13=-c1*s234;
R14=c1*(a[2]*c2+a[3]*c23-d[5]*s234);









//calculate the roll, yaw and pitch angles
Roll = atan2(R12,R11);
Yaw = atan2(R23,R33);























long fclk = ~"oQOOO;
long res=20(J~
long Signal_Register, Indey.._Posi, Index_Pos2, Dpos1,
DpoS2, Dvel1, Dvel2, Rvel, Sum;
long Rpost, Rpos2, Data_Word;
int Hi_Byte, Lo~Byte, SelectMaskHi, BrakeMask;
unsigned char AxisNo;





checks that the a joint will limit will not be exceeded hy performing
the required move
INPUTS
the current and required joint angles
OUTPUTS














if( fabs(AbsAng[i]+Angs[i]) >= Limit[i] )
{ ErroJ's(i+9); LimitFlag=TRUE; break; }
if( fabs(AbsAng[5]+Angs[5]) >= JntLmt[5] )
{ Errors(5+9); LimitFlag=TRUE;




/* ri**4AkI, ........."AU: .......
MoveRobot(float AnglesU. int TrkAxis4)
USAGE
Loads parameters to the chip to move and then to check position and stop.
Also keeps track of the robots tool position and joint angles.
ToolOrient is a flag telling MoveRobot whether to let the tool
remain in the current orientation or move as Axis 2 & 3 move.
INPUTS
the angle each joint must move and whether joint 4 should move or not
OUTF-UTS
the encoder pulses which are passed on to LtrjPLSQ










!"update record of all joint angles"/
for(AxisNo=1 ;AxisNo<=5;AxisNo++}
AbsAng[AxisNo] += Angles[AxisNo];
/*set filter parameters according to the motion of each axis*/
InitMove(Angles);




Degs[AxisNo] = (Iong)( Angles[AxisNo] * (float)AxisSwitch[AxisNo] *
(float)Pulses[AxisNo] );















loads the PID filter coefficients, the velocity and acceleration
for each joint
INPUTS


















{ Accel=to; P:=500; 1=1000; D=1500; Speed=250; }
if(A.'(isNo==4)




{Aeeel=200; P=500; 1='iOOO;D=1500; Speed=450; }
if(Angle[AxisNo]>O)
{ Aeeel=1 0; P=500; 1=1000; D=1500; Speed=450; }
}
if( AxisNo==5 )







LoadPrmsPLS(int AxisNo, long Degrees)
USAGE
loads the speed, angle and axlsno to move onto the LM628 chip
INPUTS
the joint number and the number of degress it must rotate
OUTPUTS
none
LoadPrmsPLS(int AxisNo, long Degrees)
{
lnt Traj=Ox03f;













applys the brake and resets the chip when the motion is complete
checks for motion complete by noticing when the encoder value is no longer
changing
INPUTS

































r *" ".., "'...
Sleep(int wait)
USAGE
Pauses for a specified number of milliseconds
INPUTS







goal = (clo.:.:U)wait + clockf) ;





























updates an array corresponding to the 8-bits of the status uyte.
The first entry of the array corresponds to the LSB.
Bit Number Function
7 Motor off
6 Breakpoint reached (Interrupt)
5 Excessive position error (Interrupt)
4 Wraparound occurred (Interrupt)
3 Index pulse observed (II terrupt)
2 Trajectory complete (Interrupt)

















































reads a i6-bit data word from the LM628.
The data word is converted to an array of binary format. The first













case 1: SelectMaskHi=Ox83; break; /*1000,0011*'
case 2: SelectMaskHI=Ox85; break; 1"1000,0101"'/
case 3: SelectMaskHi=Ox89: break; /*1000.1001*/
case 4: SelectMaskHi=Ox91; break; '<1001.0001*/
case 5: SelectMaskHi=OxA1; break; /*1010,0001*/






























Data_Word ::: (long)Hi_Byte * 256 + (long)Lo_Byte;
t" A:UAUAAAJ"lA:***
Write_Command(int AxisNo, unsigned char Command)
USAGE
writes an 8-bi1 command to the LM628.
INPUTS
the joint number and the command
1c""u'oIr::JcJc"'A.UA:4** */
none












case 1: SelectMaskHi"'Ox03; break; /*0000,0011*/
case 2: SelectMaskHi"'Ox05; break; 1*0000,0101*/
case 3: SelectMaskHi=Ox09; break; 1*0000,1001 */
case 4: SelectMaskHi=Ox11; break; /*0001,0001 */
case 5: SelectMaskHi=0x21; break; 1*0010,0001 */
















writes a i6-bit data word to the LM628. The high byte is written first.
INPUTS
the [olnt number and the data word
Write_Data(int AXisNo,long Data_Word}
{





case 1: SetectMaskHi=ox83; break; /*1000,0011*/
case 2: SefectMaskHi=Ox85; break; 1*1000,0101*/
case 3: SelectMaskHi=Ox89; break; /*1000,1001*/
Case4: SelectMaskHi=Ox91; break; /*1001,0001*/
case 5: SelectMaskHi=OxAi; break;I*1010,0001*/
































J* ***Ji"i<lt:liU . .tA;IcA***'*




sets all the brakes to ON, (Default Value)BrakeMask is used
to maintain some brakes ON, or OFF while at the same time














urns ON the brake corresponding to AxisNo









case 0: BrakeMask=O; break;
case 1: BrakeMask=BrakeMask & OxFE; break;





case 3: BrakeMask=BrakeMask & Oxfb; break; 1*1111,1011 */
case 4: BrakeMask=BrakeMask 8. Oxf7; break; /*1111,0111 */
case 5: BrakeMask=BrakeMask & OxEF; break; 1*1110,1111 'OJ
/* case 6: BrakeMask=BrakeMask & OxDF; break; *1 1*1101,1111 *1
case 7: BrakeMask=BrakeMask & OxBF; break; 1*1011,1111*/
case 8: BrakeMask=BrakeMask & Ox7F; break; /*0111,1111 */
}
outp(Brake,BrakeMask);
/* ",***.J;:A****.10 ... *****
ReleaseBrake(int AxisNo)
USA =
turns 0.;= the brake corresponding to AxisNo









case 0:'* BrakeMask=Oxff; break; */
case 1: BrakeMa.:oK=BrakeMask IOx01; break; 1*0000,0001*/
case 2: BrakeMask=BrakeMask.1 0x20; break; /*0000,0010*1
case 3: BrakeMask=BrakeMask IOx04; bleak' 1*0000,0100*/
case 4: BrakeMask=BrakeMask I Ox08; break; /*0000,1000*'
case 5: BrakeMask=BrakeMask I Ox10; break, 1*0001,0000*'
/* case 6: BrakeMask=BrakeMask IOx20; break; */ /*0010,0000*1
case 7: BrakeMask=BrakeMask I Ox40; break; /*0100,0000*/
case 8: BrakeMask=BrakeMask I Ox80; break; /*1000,0000*/
}
outp(Brake,BrakeMask);
/* "''*''' ...Jc* .... Jc" .... ~
















case 0: HdwResetMask= OxOO; break;
case 1: HdwResetMask:: Ox7c; breax:
case 2: HdwResetMask= Ox7a; breax,
case 3: HdwResetMask= Ox76; break,
case 4: HdwResetMask= OX6e; break;
case 5: HdwResetMask= Qx5e; break;




















































































































reads the internal signals register of the LM628.
Bit Number Function
15 Host interrupt
14 Acceleration loaded but not updated




9 Turn off upon excessive positron error
8 8-bit output mode
7 Motor off
6 Breakpoint reached (Interrupt)
5 EXMsSlve position error (Interrupt)
4 Wraparound occurred (Interrupt)
3 Index r 'Ise acquired (Interrupt)
2 Trajec'lOry complete (Interrupt)
1 Command error (Interrupt)
o Acquire next index (SIP executed)
INPUTS OUTPUTS















has the Same effect as the he'tlwired RST input. The following data
items are set to zero: filter coefftclents and their input buffers,
trajectory parameters and their ii.put buffers, and the motor control
output (80 Hex for a-bit DAC). All interrupt masks are cleared, except
for Bit Ii (SBPNSBPR). The output port Size is set to 8-bils, and



























is used to record the position corresponding to the occurrence of













Lpei(int AxisNo, unsigned int pel)
USAGE
is used to load a threshold for position error detectlo»
Excessive position error will cause the correspond! srrunt to be set high.
INPUTS OUTPUTS
the [oint value and the position error index none
--*/






Lpei(ir.t AxisNo, unsigned int pei)
USAGE
loads a value of position error which will cause the motor to be turned off.
INPUTS
the joint value and the position error index
OUTPUTS
none






Sbpr(int AxisNo, long bpr)
USAGE
is used to set a breakpoint in terms of relative position.
The sum of the breakpoint value and the target posltlon must
remain within the absolute position range of the system.
67
INPUTS














Sbpa(int AxisNo, long bpz)
USAGE
is used to set a breakpoint in terms of absolute position.
INPUT~
the joint value and the break point
C'IJTPUTS
none











Mski(int AxisNo, unsigned lnt Mask)
USAGE
is used to disable specified interrupts to the host processor.
Instead of using the hardwired interrupt signal, this program checks













5 Position error interrupt
4 Wraparound interrupt
3 Index pulse interrupt
2 Trajectory complete interrupt
1 Command error interrupt
o Not used
INPUTS OUTPUTS
th joint number and mask none






Rsti(int AxisNo, unsigned int Reset_Word)
USAGE
is used to reset specified interrupt flags.
INPUTS













LfiI(int AxisNo, int kp, int ki, int kd, int II, int fil)
USAGE
loads the specified filter parameters and filter control word, and
writes them to the LM628.
Bit Number Function
15 Bit 7 of derivative sampling interval
14 Bit 6 of derivative sampling interval
13 Bit 5 of derivative sampling interval
12 Bit 4 of derivative sampling interval
11 Bit 3 of derivative sampling interval
10 Bit 2 of derivative sampling interval
9 Bit 1 of derivative sampling interval





3 Loading kp data
2 Loading ki data
1 Loading kd data
o Loading iI data
INPUTS




LfiI(int AxisNo, int kp, tnt kl, int kd, int il, int fil)
{
















updates the filter parameters which were loaded with


























Ltrj(int AxisNo, float position, int velocl-y, lnt :,.',eleration,
unsigned int traj)
USAGE
loads the specified trajectory parameters and control word, and










8 Turn off motor
7 Not used
6 Not used
5 Acceleration will be loaded
4 Acceleration data is relative
3 Velocity will be loaded
2 Velocity data is relative
1 Position will be loaded
o Position data is relative
INPUTS
the joint number, velocity, acceleration, position and trajectory word
OUTPUTS
none
Ltrj(int AxisNo, float position, int velocity, int acceleration, unsigned int traj)
{





long a, I, vel, pos:




























LtrjPLS(int AxisNo, long position, int velocity, int acceleration,
unsigned int tr~j)
USAGE
loads the specified trajectory parameters, control words, and writes
them to the LM628. HOWEVER it passes the position variables in pulses





12 Forward direction (Velocity mode only)
11 Velocity mode 8
10 Stop smoothly 4
9 Stop abruptly 2
8 Turn off motor 1 ----
7 Not used 8
6 Not used 4
5 Acceleration will be loaded 2 or 3
4 Acceleration data is relative 1 ------1------
3 Velocity will be loaded 8 or f
2 Velocity data is relative 4 or 7
1 Position will be loaded 2 or 3
o Position data is relative 1 HOOhn maybe this
INPUTS




I*oider version which works*!
LtrjPLS(int AxisNo. long position, lnt velocity, Int acceleration, unsigned Int traj)
{






long accel, vel, pos;






pos = position; !*NOTE THE DIFFERENCE IN i"HIS LlNEII*I
pi =pos»16;








a1= a1 & OxO~OOffff;
az=accel sOxOOOOffff;
Write_Command(AxisNo,Ox1 F);I* Load trajectory paramaters*1
Write_Data(AxisNo,traj); 1* Load trajectory control word*!
I"The trajectory control word can in some cases specify only,











tralx = traj & OxOOOOffff;
if (trajx IOx(0)==trajx)








/* this is the master program which controls the actions and
motion of the robot in a sequential manner. All the necessary






























int AxisNo, I, N;






moves the robot to the home POSition
INPUTS
the current robot position
OUTPUTS





















moves the robot approximately to the home position
INPUTS







int Speed=250, I, HomeFlag=FALSE;
SetCursor(ACTIVITY,2);
prlntfC'Moving Robot Roughly to Home Position");
for(i=1 ;1<=5;1++)
Diff[I]=fabs(AbsAng[I]-Home[I]);









































for( N=1 ;N<=5;N++) /*N = Axis number, SW;::; Home, Right, Left M/Switch*/
{
















if( SW[(N-1)*3+0]==OFF && SW[(N·1)*3+1]==OFF && SW[(N-1)*3+2]: ..:=OFF)
I"AII switches open, IE-IN BETWEEN LlMITS*/
{
MovePos(N);
do /Juntil home or pos limit is reached
{ SampleO; }
while( SW[(N-1)*3+2J==OFF && SW[(N-1)*3+0]==OFF);
Stop(N);














































































/* "'''**.1010'' ..... ''." •• **************
Stop(int N)
USAGE












int Int28in(int number, Int ArrayO)
USAGE


















r A)..... J.. 1&,UAAAAUAAAIlA.********.!t1t
void Sample(void)
USAGE



















SW[O] = Bin1[1]; SW[1] = Bini [2};
SW[3} = Bini [4}; SW[4} = 8in1[6];
SW[6] = Bin2[1J; SW[7] = 8in1[7];
SW[9] = Bin2[2J; SW[10] = Bin2[4];
SW[i2] = 8in2[5J; SW[14] = Bln2[6];
SW[2] = Bini [3];
SW[5] = Bini [5];
SV\I[8] = Bini [8];
SW[ii] = Bin2[3]:
SW[i3] = Bin2[7]:










coftquratlon of limit switches ..
neg nome pos
-----> positive direction of rotation
*" where if robot is moving from home in a positive direction the pos
microswitch will switch on as the robot joint is reached
** where if robot is moving from home in a negetive direction the neg

















home ms joint 1
neg rns jolnt 1
pos ms joint 1
home ms joint 2
pos ms jOint 2
neg ms joint 2
home rns joint 3
pos ms joint 3
neg ms joint 3
home ms joint 4
neg ms jolnt 4
pos ms joint 4
home rns joint 5
neg ms joint 5




* returns the distance from the ultrasonic sensor to the
" nearest object in front of it
*/













I" our board handle */




1* first get a board handle to use *1
bh=EDR_Alloc8oardHandleO;
if (lbh) 1* this should never happen with DOS "!
{
printf("No free board handles'n");
exit(1);
}






int baseaddr, err,tp,c,t, Counts, Nocounts=tn:
char s[80j, choice;
85
int channet=z, r; i*remember to use the correct channel 111*1
long uvolts;
float Ratio=8.1 0; 1*8.10mV/mm*1
float Output, Total=O:



















1* displays error msg and exits */
{
chars[80);

















# define OPEN 0
















































tnt I, numread, numwritten;
intQ[6];
SetCursor(ACTIVITY,2);
printf("Wrlting Robot joint Angles to file");
StreamOut = fopen("c:\\masters\\proj\\J_Angles.out","w+t");



















int i, numread, numwritten;
Setcursor(ACTIVITY,2);
printf("Reading Robot joint Angles from J_Angles.out");
Streamln = fopen("c:\\masters\\proj\\J_Angles.out","r+t");
fscanf(Streamln, "%f %f %f %f %f',
&AbsAng[1],&AbsAng[2],&AbsAng[3],&AbsAng[4],&AbsAng[5]);
fclose(Streamln);
1* 1I1c••• A*"II\ •• it****~fc********""·
void Quit(void)
USAGE


















































printf("OffX=%d pix OffY=%d pix. ObjWd=%d pix ObjHt=%d pix",
OffsetX, OffsetY. ObjWd, Objl-lt);
SetCursor(CHOICE,2);










finds the number of mm of an object in the horizontal and
vertical directions in order to check camera calibration
INPUTS
the distance of the object from the camera
OUTPUTS


















printf("enter distance between target and camera :");
scanf("%d''.&dec);
setCursor(CHOICE,2);





printf(" ObjWd=%d pix ObjHt=%d pix", ObjWd, ObjHt);
PixPermmX = ax"pow(dec,4) + bx*pow(dec,3) + cx*pow(dec,2)
+ (J)(*dec.+ ex;
PixPermmY = ay*pow(dec.4) + by*pow(dec,3) + cy*pow(dee;,2)























































































































































/* :iU"AA .... ,A"".AA ...UAA""" ...A.A4'ic**'**
void Menu1 (void)
USAGE









char "stringO = {
"1: TurnOnCameraO:",
.. 2: RUn WS3 slrn. pkq,",
"3: translate WS3 to C",
" 4: run WS3 C file",
" 5: QuitO;",



































































































float Ang, Pulse, A[6)={O,O,O,O,O,O};
int AxisNo, i, Times=10;
long Degs;
int AxisSwitch[6)={ 0 ,-1 , 1 ,-1 ,-'1 ,-1 };
extern int Status_Array[Bl:
extern long Signal_Register, lndexPost, Index_Pos2, Dpost,
Dpos2, Dvel1, DveJ2, Rvel, Sum;
SetCursor(CHOICE,2);




printf("entar no degrees: ");
scanf("%f',&Ang);
SetCursor(CHOICE,2':
printf("enter no pulses: ");
scanf("%f',&Pulse);
A[AxisNo]=Ang;












































































prints the tool orientation and position on the screen
INPUTS
the ultrasound distance and the joint angles
OUTPUTS















printf("(X,Y,Z) : (%O.1f,%O.1f,%O.1f)", AbSPos[0],AbSPos[1],AbsPos[2]);
setCursor{ABSANG+1,laft-7);
printf("(y.P,R); (%O.1f,%O.1f,%O.1f)", Yaw, Pitch, Roil);
UitraSndSensorO;
Setcursor(A8SANG+2.ieft. 7);











places the tool above the bench. turns on the camera and allows the











int TotX=10, TotY=10, i;
float P[4], R(4][4];
extern unsigned long WIDTH, HEIGHT;
SetCursor(CHOICE,2);


















printf("press any key when ready:");
choice[1] = getcheO;
ReadORWriteBuffer(READ);



















printf("Tool is %O.3f rnm above bench ", Dist);
SetCursor(CHOICE.2);



















" Problem with finding the centroid",
"Problem with Ultrasound",
"Domain error- cannot flnd joint angle 3",
u Robot limit reached",
"Cannot run WS3.exe",
" Cannot run Pendant.exe",
" Fatal error- Ultrasonic sensor not on.",
u FS200DRV driver not installed ",
" Translation fror: WS3 to C not working",
"Work envelop, exceeded",
n Cannot move robot: joint 1 limit will be exceeded",
u Cannot move robot: joint 2 limit will be exceeded",
" Cannot move robot: [clnt 3 limit will be exceeded",
" Cannot move robot: joint 4 limit will be exceeded",
" Cannot move robot: [olnt 5 limit will be exceeded"
};
SetCursor(ACTIVITY,2);

















1* *_A**1<*** __ .I<*...
void CaIlWS3(vo!d)
USAGE





















































































l" *--**---***void YPR1 (float Yaw, float Pitch, float Roll)
USAGE
calculates the tool rotation matrix from the orientation of the tool
in yaw, pitch and roll ar.gles
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INPUTS
the tool yaw, pitch and roll angles
OUTPUTS
the rotational matrix
void YPR1 (float Yaw, float Pitch, float Roll)
{
float CY,Cp,Cr,Sy,Sp,Sr;
l"printf("ypr1 yaw=%f pitch=%f roll=%f ",YaW,Pitch,RolI);*{
Cy=cos(Yaw/R_ TO_D); Cp=cos(Pitch/R_ TO_D); Cr-cos(RoII/R_ TO_D);
Sy=sin(Yaw/R_ TO_D); Sp=sin(Pitch/R_ TO_D); Sr-sin(RoIIIR_ TO_D);
Rot[11[11=Cp*Cr; Rot[1][2]=Sy*Sp*Cr - Cy*Sr; Rot[1][3]=0y*Sp*Cr + Sy"Sr;













int AxisNo, Speed=300, Type, Rotation;
float Q[6]={O,O,O,O,O,O};




















Accel=10; P=500; 1=750;D=1500; Speed=150;
Lfil(AxisNO,P,I,D,1000,Ox080F);
Udf(AxisNo);











































printf(" 1st 4 : %d %d %d %d ".
Stafus_Array[O],status_Array[1],Status_Array[2],Status_AI'ray[3]);
SetCursor(4,2);
printf(" 2nd 4 : %0 %d %d %d ",
Status_Array[4] ,Status_Array[5],Status_Array[61 ,Status _Array[71 );
SetCursor(CHOICE,2);
printf("ok to move 7");
choice[2]=getcheO;
if(choice[2J=='y')
I*MoveRobotCV(P);*/printf("error - file not herell");
Rdstat(AxisNo);
Setcursor(6 ,2);
printf(" end ... tst 4 : %d %d %d %d ",
Status_Array[O],Status_Array[1J,Status_Array[2],Status_Array[3]);
SetCursor(7,2);





8eep( lnt frequency, int duration)
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USAGE
makes the PC speaker beep
INPUTS
the frequecy and duration to beep
OUTPUTS
none





/* 75 is about the shortest reliable duration of a sound. */
if( duration <: 75 )
duration = 75;
/* Prepare timer by sending 10111100 to port 43. */
_outp( Ox43, Oxb6);
1* Divide input frequency by timer ticks per second and
* write (byte by byte) to timer •../
frequency = (unsigned)(1193180L / frequency);
_outo( Ox42, (char)frequency);
_outp( Ox42, (cnar)(frequency » 8) );
/* Save speaker control byte. */
control = inp( Ox61 );
t" Turn on tile speaker (with bits 0 and 1). */
_outp( Ox61, cantrall Ox3 );
}
Sleep(duration);
/* Turn speaker back on if necessary. */
if( frequency)















































if(strncmp(cmnd, "AlignTooICube", 13) == SAME)
AlignTool(CUBE);
if(strncmp(cmnd, "AlignTooIHole", 13) == SAME)
AlignTool(HOLE);
if(stmcmp(cmnd, "CloseHand", 9) == SAME)
closel-landn:
if(strncmp(cmnd, "OpenHand", 8) == SAME)
OpenHandO;
iftstrncmp(cmnd, 'Posl-lole", 7) == SAME)
InsertObjectO;
if(strncmp(cmnd, "PosCube", 7) == SAME)
GraspObjectO:
if(strncmp(cmnd, "lntPoscube", 10) == SAME)
IntersectPos(CUBE);
if(strncmp(cmnd, "lntPosHole", 10) == SAME)
IntersectPos(HOLE):


















if(strncmp(cmnd, "MoveHome", 8) == SAME)
MveHmeO;








void YPR(float Yaw, float Pitch, float Roll)
USAGE
calculates the tool rotation matrix from the orientation of the tool
in yaw, pitch and roll angles
INPUTS
the tool yaw, pitch and roll angles
OUTPUTS
the rotational matrix
void YPR(float Yaw, float Pitch, float Roll)
{
float Cy,Cp,Cr,SY,Sp,Sr;
Cy=cos(Yaw/R_ TO_D); Cp=cos(Pitch/R_TO_D); Cr-cos(RoIl/R_ TO_D);
Sy=sin(y aW/R_TO_D); Sp=sin(Pitch/R_ TO_D); Sr-sin(RoII/R_ TO_D);
Rot[1][1]=Cp*Cr; Rot[1][2]=Sy*Sp*Cr - Cy·Sr; Rot[1][3)=Cy*Sp*Cr + Sy"Sr;





l" converts a WS3 track file into a C file
NB THE TOOL ORIENTATION IN WS3 MUST ALAWYS BE SET ON




































printf("\t\tTHE TOOL ORIENTATION MUST BE IN THE ORDER f'(AW, PITCH, ROLL}");
SetCuJ'Sor(RESULTS2,2);
printf("\t\UN WS31N ORDER FOR THE TRANSLATION TO BE CORRECT.");
SetCursor(RESULTS3,2);
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/* *************** ••• *k"'A.A'*~
void ConvertCmnds(void}
USAGE
converts the WS3 commands into equivalent C commands
INPUTS
the WS3 track file
OUTPUTS























translates the WS3 track file to a dummy text file which is then examined for
open or close hand commands
INPUTS





int axis, dt, d2;
float ang, P[8];









if(strncmp(cmnd2, "AXIS", 4) == SAME)
{
fscanf(Fptrln1, "%cJ%s %f',&~xis,arb,&ang);
fprintf(FptrOut1, "\nI"Move Axi:\ command*l\n");
fprintf(FptrOut1, "MoveRobot %d %f \n");
}
/*MOVE TO x,Y,x,yaw, pitch,roll*/
if(strncmp(cmnd2, "TO", 2) == SAME)
{
fscanf(Fptrln1, "%is",cmnd3):









if(strncmp(cmnd3, "$HOME", 1) == SAME)
fprintf(FptrOut1, "MoveHome\n");
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}I*MOVE NEAR (x,y,x,yaw,pitch,lnll,") by z*/

















fprintf(FptrOut1, "MoveRe I %O.3f,%0.3f,%0.3f\n",
P[11,P[21,P[3J);
}
I*MOVE AWAY n */





} /*end of MOVE commands*/
if(strncmp(cmnd, "CLOSE", 5) == SAME)
•\
fscanf(Fptrln1, "%s",cmnd2);








if(strncmp(cmnd, "OPEN", 4) == SAME)
{
f5canf(Fptrln1, "%5", cmnd2);














AA .. A..... ".""l\AAA ..... A>\A.*********** */
HndElbShld(char stringD)
{








the WS3 track file cannot be translated dire!jly as the tool needs to


















/* .....ii/..\A ..."'..... 4AAUUA.UA***'****
void StoreStrings(void)
USAGE

















f* ******'k'A********UAi .. A"JoIt"A.j,
void FndHndCmnds(voitl)
USAGE
find the cornrnanos to open or close the hand In dummy.txt
INPUTS
the strings stored in memory
OUTPUTS

















-- aligns the tool in the Z plane, cornpensat'nq for the rotation of axes
1 and 5
INPUTS
whether we are looking for the cube or hole centre of area
OUTPUTS
the X and Y differences between the tool centre and cube/hole centre in


















































The Denavit-Hartenburg Principle For Mathematically Renr~senting
A Robot
1. Number the joints from 1 to n starting with the base and ending with the
tool yaw, pitch and roll in that order;
2. Assign a right-handed orthonormal co-ordinate frame L, to the robot
base making sure that ZO aligns with the axis of joint 1. Set k=t;
3. Align Zk with the axis of joint k+1;
4. Locate the origin of Lk at the intersection of the z'' and Zk-l axes. If they
do not intersect, use the intersection of Zk with a common normal
between Zk and Zk-1;
5. Select Xk to be orthogonal to both Zk and Zk-1. If ZK and 2.k-1 are parallel,
point l away from Zk-l;
6. Select l to form a right handed orthonormal co-ordinate frame Lk,
7. Set k=k+1. If k<n go to step 2; else continue;
8. Set the origin of Lnat the tool tip. Align z" w.th the approach vector, yO,
with the sliding vector and x" with the normal vector of the tool. Set k=1 ;
9. Locate paint bk at the intersection point of the Xk and Zk-1 axes. If they do
not intersect, use the lntersection of Xk with a common normal between
Xk and ZI<:-1.,
10. Compute ¢k as the angle of rotation from Xk-1 to Xk measured about Zk-1;
11. Compute dk as the distance from the origin of frame Lk-1 to point bk
measured along Zk-1;
12. Compute ak as the distance from point bk to the origin of frame Lk
measured Xk;
13. Compute ak as the angle of rotation from Zk-1 to z" measured about Xk ;
14. Set l<=k+1. If ksn, go to step 8; else stop.
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APPENDiX 4
List of Hal'dware And Manufacturer's Details
1. A 386SX PCwith 8Mb RAM and a 420Mb Hard Drive;
2. An EagleTechnologies PC 30 AtoD card;
3. An EagleTechnologies PC 26 relay card;
4. A custom built motor control card with five off LM628 motor control
chips;
5. Workspace Version 3, Robot Simulation Package.
6. A Video Blaster frame grabbing card (manufacturer's details follow);
7. A "Chlpper" CPT8950PCCDwith 542H x 582V pixels
(manufacturer's details follow) and





WORKSPACE 3.0 is a complex and comprehensive modelling and simulation tool. For the
beginner this complexity can be a daunting obstacle on the road leading to the first tentative
learning experiences. This' HOW TO ...... ' manual is designed to enable the first-time user to
get to grips with WORKS'PACE 3.0 with minimum effort and maximum enjoyment. A series
of simple exercises guide the user through the wide ranging capabilities of WORKSPACE 3.0.
Each exercise illustrates one 0,' more of the features of the package. Explanations of both the
terminology used and technical ;e'alures are included as appropriate. Exercises often utilise the
'top dawn' approach whereby global features are examined before details are considered. An
advantage of this method is that when the more complex. or obscure features are encountered
they fit easily into context. \ -:, ,
It is recommended that the beginner follows the 'HOW TO .... ' exercises in sequential order,
i.e. working from exercise 1 to exercise 10. After gaining some experience individual exercises
may be chosen to brush up on a particular topic as and when required.
An accompanying REFERENCE MANUAL gives precise details of all WORKSPACE 3.0
features.
SYSTEM REQUIREA1ENTS
WORKSPACE 3.0 will run on any IBM comnatible 286,386 or 486 l>C.However machines
with less than 1MB of RAM must usc the the special WS3UNPRO.EXE in place of the
WS3.EXE rile. Purchasers should inform Robot Simulations Ltd. if they intend to run
WORKSPACE 3.0 on 286 machines. For this manual it is assumed that the user has a
minimum machine configuration of a 386 SX with 2M13 of RAM and a Microsoft compatible
mouse. If you do not have a mouse the arrow and return keys may be used to execute
commands.
Please nc'e that WORKSPACE 3.0 will not run without a DONGLE. (A dongle is a small
electronic key which plugs into the parallel printer port on the back of the computer.) All
appropriate dongle is supplied with each purchased licence of WORKSPACE 3.0.
WORKSPACE 3.0 has been extensively tested and 'debugged' prior t) release. However it is
inevitable that a package oftbis complexity will have minor bugs which have not come to light
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-1/3 Inch Format CCO Image Sensor
CPT8950: 542H x 492V Active Pixels
CPT8950P: 542H x 582V Active Pixels
- Full Performance and Resolution
- Excellent Sensitivity
- Minimal Blooming and Transfer Smear
• Signal-to-Noise : 46 dB Typical
- No Geometric Distortion
- Built-in Auto. ESC.
- Line-Lock with V. Phase 'Adjustment on
AC Models (Switching Power)






Imager CCD Image Sensor: 1t3-inch image format
CPT-8950: 542H x 492V active picture elements.
CPT-8950P: 542H X 582V active picture elements.
Sensitivity (2856 K) Scenes 0.01 fc (0.1 Lux).
Horizontal Resolution 420 TVL.
Signal-to-Noise 46 dB Typical.
Gray Scale At least 10 steps.
Video Output 1.0 V pop, 75 ohm.
Electronic Shutter
Automatic Electronic Shutter Control(ESC),
Range: 1/60 -- 1/30,000
Gamma Correction 0.45.
Geometric Distortion None.
Lens Mount "cs" mount; "C'' mount with adapter.
Camera Mounts 1/4"-20, top and bottom.
Synchronization
Line-Lock: Synchronizes camera 10 power line zero
crossing for roll-free vertical interval switching. Line
phase can be externally adjusted (continuously) to




Power 24 VAC Type' Screw terminals.





125 x 65 x 48 mrn - 310g
Temperature
Operating: -20 to +55 QC.
Storage: -30 to +70 QC.
Humidity 0 to 95% relative, non-condensing.
Vibration 3g swept sine wave, 15 to 2000Hz .
























Technical Data I Technische Daten
Mode!Betrieb~ Max. sensing Distant Max. measuring raleMax. Reichweile Max. ~le6rale
Sensing distance/Reichweile 150 ... 1200mm 150 ... 600mm
Response time/Ansprechzeil 00% final value/Endwert 50ms 50ms
Seam ansle/Schallkeule 90 1)0
Mode ooIectiotvWahl 80triebsart
ConneticnIAr:schluB Pin 4 (grey/grau) to/an +24V OV
RepedabiIity/Wiederholgenauigkeit +/-lmm
I..imsrity Em;(/Unaaritatsfehler % <0,2
TemperalUre compensation/ 0 ... 70uC
Temf»lllb.Jrkompensation me<lSUremonterror/Melllehler +/-1%,0 .• 5QoC
Op<waling 'JQIIage/80triebsspanrlUng 19..•50Vdc
Current coosumptlc.n/Stromaufnahme <25 rnA'MIhout Ioad/ohne Last
OuIput/Ausgang 0..•10Vd<:(10mA), sensiIMty/Sleilhelt e ...17mVimm
AdilJSlment eidlAusrichlhJlre LED lnteosiIy/lntensMt LED
Inhibit/Sperre Connection to 0 V InlertvpCs transmission/
AnschluB an eN unlerbricht Sendebetriob




Termination/Elel;'''sch.r AnschluS 5pin conne<:lor/5 ~"ger Stecker g~
angle/Winkol No: 66195045.()Q1: corresp./entspr. inder713-09-436-O().O
omight/gcrade No: 66195044-001; C'lrresp./entspr. Binder 713-09-43G-l()'()
1:.,~-~biiUn~! ~-V --+24Vdc10[L/ Analogue Outpullarz max. distance! / - 1111aIo9ausgang
Aeichweite 0 X (mm)
(4) :;'~/ 150 ~
max. rate I
(5) Pink! ~rate r-- Synchronisation
rosa Enable/Freigabe I
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I I 6
150 300 500 600 soo (rnrn) :: 0


















o Guaranteed detection of a larget 3x3 cm2




Finding The Target Centroid And Orientation
Finding The Centroid
1. Find the top, bottom, left and right edges;
2. Calculate the position of the X centre of the target for each of the n rows
which have left and right edges. Call the result XI;
3. Add all the XI for i=1 to i=n call the result X\otal;
4. Divide X\otal by n , call the result X;
5. X is the position of the target's centroid in ceo co-ordinates;
6. Repeat for the top and bottom edges to find Y and
7. The target's X and Y position of the centroid has now been found in
eeD co-ordinates in pixels.
Finding The Orientation
1. Find the top, bottom, left and right edges;
2. Find the target's centroid;
3. Calculate the distance between each edge and the centroid using
Pythagorous' theorem and store the results in an array called Dlstln].
Dist[n] keeps a record of where on the boundry the edge was found;
4. Sort array Dist[n] in order of distance, greatest distance to least;
5. The cube and square hole both have 4 sides and therefore the distance
between the corners will be at the top of the array Dist[n] . Therefore
select the first 4 entries of DistIn] as the corners with the condition that
the distance between them must be greater than half the width or height
of the cube to prevent error;
6. Using simple trigonometry calculate the angle between the 4 corners
with respect to the eeD y axis and average the results in order to find
the angle the target makes with the ceo y axis;
126
7. Multiply this result by the CCO's aspect ratio and
8. Rotate the tool by this value.
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